
Kingdom Manifesto 
Studies in the Sermon on the Mount 

Part 19 – Fasting and Feasting 
Matthew 6.16-18 

 
 
Triangle – prescription for spiritual growth 
 
How do these practices work? 

• Doing what we can readies us for doing what we can’t 
• Our practices shape us – for good or ill 
• Need both reason (motivation) and rhythm – not for others applause but our benefit, 

consistent in the content of the practice  
 
Jesus assumes we will practice these because He assumes that we need His help with 
materialism, self-reliance, and desires / appetites 
 
Defining Fasting:  abstaining from something you live on for spiritual purposes 
 
How does fasting break the power of appetites? 

• It teaches me I don’t have to get what I want 
• BECAUSE there are ways God sustains me (and I find He does so in my actual, normal life 

– therefore no need to go unwashed) 
 
How do I practice this?  With a view to… 
 
Routine 

• Reminds us the Kingdom is for everyday life 
o Misery vs. Mercy – helps us stay in secret 
o Faith and fasting meet when we go about our day and even do special tasks 

(read, pray, serve) – wrecks our fear 
• Keeps us from the ceremonial 

o Fasting to be seen isn’t the kind of fast God is after (Isaiah 58.1-12) 
o Doesn’t mean you don’t fast when you don’t feel like it – it IS a discipline! (and 

prob when you need to fast the most) 
 
Rhythm 

• Power is in the cumulative effect (WATER HOSE) 
o The idea is not to fast but to grow in godliness (remember that!) 

• Prevent legalism through consistent practice 
 
 
 



Possible outcomes (in addition to spiritual formation into Christlikeness) 
• Divine Encounters – Anna in Luke 2 
• Answer to prayer – Elders in Acts 14 
• Divine guidance – Acts 13 
• Spiritual power – Matthew 4 (Jesus was led to be tempted…that’s WHY He fasted – cf. 

Mark 9) 
 
 
Practical Advice 

• Start with 24 hrs – lunch to lunch or something 
• Plan accordingly – sensitivity to schedule, but have a plan (cumulative effect!) 
• Turn every rumble to prayer 
• Expect God to move 

 
 
 
Questions for Discussion: 

1. What would you consider your most “unruly desire?”  Why?  What happens when it 
rears itself?  How have you typically tried to tame it? 

2. What is your experience with fasting?  If you have tried it before (or it’s a regular part of 
your spiritual life), what do you find to be most helpful?  If you haven’t, what is keeping 
you from trying it? 

3. What is your biggest prayer request right now?  How might fasting bring a kind of focus 
and release from fear in this area? 

4. Reread the temptation narrative in Matthew 4.1-11.  Why did Jesus fast first?  What 
does that tell us? 

5. COVID Check-in:  how are you, your family, your neighbor, your One? 
 
 
 


